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Foreword
by Ulrich Dietz
Chairman CODE_n

My friends, we live in a world that is shifting tremendously. The
pace of innovation and disruption is accelerating, and technology
has impacted every aspect of our lives. Never before have we faced such strong demand for progress, not only in terms of our daily
routines but also in the world of work. It is imperative for us to ind
ways to harness the potential of new, emerging technologies for
the beneit of the many. To understand and bring out the best in
all these novel technologies, we need to foster dialog and engage
in inclusive discussion that will help us succeed in anticipating and
shaping the development of technology.
We need to be willing to learn from each other and create a
transformative culture that encourages agility, lexibility, collaborative work, entrepreneurial spirit, and innovation. With this in
mind, CODE_n aims to take the new.New Festival to the next level.
This second edition is dedicated to open discourse on artiicial
intelligence and how human beings and machine can work
together to create unprecedented breakthroughs.
The AI age is characterized by business model disruption and
we must ensure that it evolves into something that enhances
our capabilities. From driverless cars and robot workers to chatbots and digital assistants, many companies are faced with the
challenge of rethinking their business models.
The new.New Festival is a fusion of unconventional and creative
milestones in technology, a celebration of innovation that brings
together a whole host of parties who are passionate about tech
and entrepreneurship – innovators who relentlessly push the
boundaries of digital transformation. We can ind the best
solutions for the future of our society and industries by working
together. Join us in a one-of-a-kind experience at the new.New
Festival 2018!
Yours truly, Ulrich Dietz
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Foreword

by Moritz Gräter
Managing Director CODE_n

In 2018, we made it our goal to create a top-notch innovation
festival in Stuttgart – the hometown of CODE_n and one of
Europe’s major tech industry hotspots. Aiming to “explore the
DNA of innovation,” the new.New Festival works as a shared
platform for carefully curated startups, experienced companies
and managers, world-class speakers, researchers, policymakers,
scientists, and government representatives who will dive deep
into this year’s theme – “Intelligence X.0.” At CODE_n we
believe in the need for cooperation in order to access today’s
powerful technologies and digital trends, such as artiicial
intelligence, blockchain, cryptocurrencies, machine learning,
augmented reality (AR), and virtual reality (VR) – to name
just a few. We’re proud to co-create the new.New Festival 2018
with leading partner companies dedicated to delivering a highly
interactive event that goes beyond the norm, a truly innovative
conference taking place in Stuttgart’s Hanns-Martin-SchleyerHalle – a spectacular 7,000-square-meter setting. The agenda
boasts a diverse collection of panel discussions on three stages,
numerous workshops, side-events, and creative formats.
The sixth year of the CODE_n CONTEST, the highlight of this
three-day international tech event, has seen over 300 startups
from every corner of the globe apply for this year’s competition
to leverage the opportunities presented by digital transformation
across all industries. The quality of the candidates was so high
that it was only the ine details that made the ultimate diference
in the ranking and selection of the TOP 50 inalists. They are
the ones competing for the CODE_n Awards at the festival,
providing us with a sneak peek of the future through their
pitches and exhibition booths. Drop by the new.New Festival
to become part of an extraordinary event gathering the
most progressive game-changers, entrepreneurs, and forwardthinkers spanning an impressive spectrum of digital solutions and
use cases for cutting-edge technologies. Be prepared for fresh
formats on open innovation, digital transformation, new work, and
a lot more!
Yours truly, Moritz Gräter
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Applicants
from all
around
the world
AUSTRIA BRAZIL
CANADA GERMANY
IRELAND ISRAEL
ITALY LITHUANIA
THE NETHERLANDS
PORTUGAL
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN SWITZERLAND
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FINALISTS FROM 15 COUNTRIES
APPLICANTS FROM 42 COUNTRIES

CODE_n
CONTEST
Wrap up
2018
CRYPTOGRAPHIC
TRUST
MACHINE
INTELLIGENCE

19%

58%

313

APPLICATIONS
IN TOTAL

50%

OVER
OF APPLICATIONS
WERE SUBMITTED

IN THE
LAST
4 DAYS
MAR 11 - MAY 06

313

BEYOND
REALITY

23%

LAST 4 DAYS
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CODE_n is a leading cross-industry innovation hub for entrepreneurs, ambitious business founders, and established companies.
By supporting a self-determined and sustainable approach to digital
pioneering, it accelerates businesses and guides them into the
future. CODE_n stands for “Code of the New,” the DNA of innovation.

About
CODE_n

Its central elements are the CODE_n SPACES business campus, regular events and workshops, the international startup
competition CODE_n CONTEST, which takes place at the
new.New Festival, and a whole host of innovation services.
CODE_n creates awareness for the topics that will emerge from
digital transformation, highlighting the opportunities it presents
and encouraging cultural change within organizations. It provides
a stage for new business models and digital trends, enriched by
an international network of startups and established corporations.
CODE_n engenders enthusiasm for entrepreneurship throughout
the world, thus facilitating the genesis of new businesses by
breaking down the borders of traditional thinking.
The new.New Festival celebrates innovation by bringing together
everyone with a burning passion for tech and entrepreneurship –
embracing the opportunities presented by digital transformation.

After the tremendous success of the irst new.New Festival in
2016, CODE_n is back with its second edition. In keeping with the
CODE_n mission to “Explore the DNA of Digital Innovation,” the
2018 festival is all about “Intelligence X.0 – Artiicial intelligence
for humans and industry.” The event will take place in the HannsMartin-Schleyer-Halle in Stuttgart from October 8-10. Get ready for
an amazing exploration of groundbreaking business models based
on pioneering technologies, a variety of fascinating role models,
inspirational ideas, open innovation, cultural change, and much,
much more!
In addition to diferent keynote speeches and panel discussions,
there will also be a whole host of workshops, as well as matchmaking and break-out sessions. Visitors to the event will also have
the opportunity to meet established leading companies as they
rub shoulders with ambitious international startups, who will be
attending the festival as part of the CODE_n CONTEST.
The CODE_n CONTEST 2018 is the highlight of the three-day
international tech event. After four years at CeBIT, the CODE_n
CONTEST was taken to the next level and transformed into a
global innovation festival – the new.New Festival. This year, the
6th global CODE_n startup competition is looking for the most
exciting companies and founders working on new cuttingedge technologies in the categories of Machine Intelligence,
Beyond Reality, and Cryptographic Trust. Over 300 international
startups from 42 countries showed an interest in the event during the
application phase of the CODE_n CONTEST 2018. Out of these, the
top 50 inalists will showcase their business concepts at the
new.New Festival 2018 this fall in Stuttgart.

new.New
Festival

S ARTUPS

9

OND
REALITY
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BEYOND REALITY

Ismaning, Austria | year of launch 2015

company
Holo-Light GmbH
www.holo-light.com

founders
Luis Bollinger
Alexander Werlberger
Florian Haspinger
Susanne Haspinger

twitter
@Holo_LightGmbH

Holo-Light

Holo-Light develops mixed-rality, end-user software solutions for
an industry struggling with obsolete technology that is slowing
down production processes. No matter whether you are working
on prototyping, quality control or maintainance, Holo-Light can
help you speed things up.

Dublin, Ireland | year of launch 2017

company
meetingRoom
www.meetingroom.io

founders
Jonny Cosgrove
Abraham Campbell
Tadhg OʼSullivan

twitter
@getmeetingRoom_HQ

meetingRoom

Always focusing on function, meetingRoom builds next-generation
conference call software for remote teams that is 90 percent faster
than Skype for Business. Teams can meet in the cloud and actually
see what each member is talking about. And thanks to spatial
audio, customers can count on crystal-clear calls that actually work.
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RoomAR

Taiseko’s goal is to be the leading tech company enabling retail
and other industries to accelerate sales and enhance productivity.
To do this, Taiseko provides AI-powered augmented reality enterprise applications. The company’s irst product RoomAR is aimed
at the interior design industry.

Sixdof Space

A breakthrough in both speed and accuracy – Six Degrees Space
has created a new optical tracking system technology for VR and
a variety of other sectors. Combining optics, electronics and algorithms, Six Degrees Space ofers the device the market has been
waiting for.

company
Sixdof Space
Six Degrees of Space Ltd.
www.sixdof.space

founders
Mark Goldfarb
Daniel Greenspan
Klony Lieberman

twitter
@sixdof.space

Jerusalem, Israel | year of launch 2017

company
RoomAR
powered by Taiseko UG
www.roomar.de

founders
Naimah Schütter
Dr. Christian Nietner

twitter
@roomar

Berlin, Germany | year of launch 2017
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enebris Lab

Cape Town, South Afrika | year of launch 2017

company
Tenebris Lab (PTY) Ltd.
www.tenebrislab.com

founder
Gerard Slee

twitter
@tenebrislab

T

Tenebris Lab is a computer-graphics-based design collaborative
and software development studio. Its focus is on virtual-reality,
augmented-reality and mixed-reality games and app development.
Customers can unlock the potential of their 3D models and immerse
themselves in a world that helps them solve problems faster and
communicate better.

Stuttgart, Germany | Year of launch 2015

company
TruPhysics
www.truphysics.com

founders
Albert Groz
Bernd Eckstein
Björn Schenke

twitter
@TruPhysics

TruPhysics

Focusing on real-time physics simulation, TruPhysics ofers
applications for feasibility studies as well as for prototyping in a
host of virtual and augmented reality scenarios. Using several
frameworks, TruPhysics develops digital twins and machine
learning algorithms in robotics and automation.

13

Z 

Z Imaging is developing an augmented reality system to help
surgeons operate with greater speed and safety. It does this by
harnessing augmented reality to make image-guidance during
surgery more intuitive.

company
Z imaging
www.zimaging.io

founders
Jose Amich
Raahil Sha

Allston, USA | year of launch 2017

CRYPTOGRAPHIC
TRUST
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CRYPTOGRAPHIC TRUST

Munich, Germany | year of launch 2016

company
Actyx AG
www.actyx.io

founders
Oliver Stollmann
Maximilian Fischer
Roland Kuhn

twitter
@actyx

Actyx

Actyx is providing factories with applications so they can
operate more eiciently and make even better use of data. These
applications integrate humans, machines and IT-software, but
are installed and operated in the simplest possible way – thus
creating fewer headaches for the customer.

Dublin, Ireland | year of launch 2016

company
AID:Technology Ltd.
www.aid.technology

founders
Joseph Thompson
Niall Dennehy

twitter
@aidtechnology

AID:Technology

Over 2 billion people don’t have a legal identity, leaving them
socially, legally and inancially excluded. AID:Tech’s data logistics
solutions leverage blockchain technology and digital identity to
pave the way for providing digital entitlements including welfare,
remittances, healthcare, aid and peer-to-peer donations.
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Airfox

Airfox extends critical inancial services to billions of unbanked
and underbanked people, bringing inancial inclusion to underserved populations around the world. Airfox’s Android app
facilitates easy cash deposits, microloans, and more.

CryptoWerk

Trust is everything – especially when it comes to digital assets.
CryptoWerk provides a Digital Trust Engine that simpliies and
accelerates the development of blockchain-enabled applications
that match and anticipate the needs of enterprise leaders.

company
CryptoWerk
www.cryptowerk.com

founders
Holger Assenmacher
Dirk Kanngiesser

twitter
@CryptowerkCorp

Redwood City, USA | year of launch 2016

company
Airfox
www.airfox.com

founders
Victor Santos
Sara Choi

twitter
@_Airfox

Boston, USA | year of launch 2016
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Hamburg, Germany | year of launch 2015

company
Cybus GmbH
www.cybus.io

founders
Pierre Manière
Peter Sorowka
Marius Schmeding

twitter
@cybus_io

C

Cybus is a high-tech company based in Hamburg, Germany,
providing cutting-edge solutions for the Internet of Things.
Cybus Connectware is the most straightforward Shop Floor
Data Management solution out there. Made in Germany. For
industrial enterprise.

Den Haag, Netherlands | year of launch 2016

company
Decibel.LIVE
www.decibel.live

founders
Vijay Kandy
Shane Loomb

twitter
@decibelDAO

Decibel.LIVE

Decibel.LIVE helps cities monitor environmental pollution in
real-time using a connected network of sensors, providing
undeniable proof of data. Unlike its competitors, Decibel.LIVE
uses smart contracts on Ethereum.
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Finboot

Finboot is a dynamic company that maintains and delivers innovative, high-level software. Its product makes it possible to access
and adapt blockchain technology and applications for corporate
use through MARCO, the blockchain delivery network.

Flyingcarpet

Drones and other IoT devices are opening up new services in many
sectors, but manpower costs often make them expensive luxuries
for a lot of companies. Technology developed by Flyingcarpet
provides a platform-protocol for decentralized applications,
enabling customers to conveniently access services provided
by IoT devices (initially drones) to compete with monopolies and
incentivize innovation through token economics.

company
Flyingcarpet
www.lyingcarpet.network

founder
Julien Bouteloup

twitter
@lyingcarpeth

London, Great Britain | year of launch 2018

company
Finboot Ltd.
www.inboot.com

founders
Juan Miguel Pérez Rosas
Angel Pateiro
Nish Kotecha

twitter
@FinbootTech

Barcelona, Spain | year of launch 2016
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Zug, Switzerland | year of launch 2017

company
ixo Foundation
www.ixo.world

founders
Shaun Conway
Lohan Spies

twitter
@ixoworld

ixo

ixo provides a trusted global information network that is owned
by everyone, enabling anyone to become the creator of their own
impact projects and a stakeholder in the projects they believe in.

Berlin, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
license.rocks GmbH
www.license.rocks

founders
Frank Bartels
Daud Zulfacar

twitter
@licenserocks

license.rocks

license.rocks is the irst blockchain-powered B2B marketplace
and licensing framework for software. The company uses
BigchainDB and Simple Token as blockchain backend in combination with smart contracts to secure license transfers and the
audit trail of software.
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ReCheck

ReCheck provides solutions to companies looking to strengthen
consumer trust and create new customer experiences. Using
tags, applications and services based on cutting-edge blockchain
technology, ReCheck protects its customersʼ image and proits
while increasing the value of quality products.

XAIN

Total control over data. Focusing on automotive use-cases, XAIN
developed a distributed, highly lexible and privacy-preserving
access control platform with a novel two-fold consensus mechanism that dramatically lowers energy consumption. The company
applied a new data structure to hybrid clients that allows them
to be directly integrated into embedded systems. The result:
end-to-end security.

company
XAIN AG
www.xain.io

founders
Leif-Nissen Lundbaek
Felix Hahmann

twitter
@XAIN_AG

Wildau, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
ReCheck
www.recheck.io

founders
Emil Stoyanov
Enev Emiliyan

twitter
@recheck_io

Geleen, Netherlands | year of launch 2017

MACHINE
INTELLIGENCE
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MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

Braunschweig, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
AIPARK GmbH
www.aipark.de

founders
J. Glaab, J. Riedel,
T. Hauschild, M. Rudnik,
M. Natho, M. Kessler

twitter
@AIPARK10

AIPARK

In todayʼs cities, inding a place to park causes roughly 30 percent
of all traic jams. AIPARK uses real-time availability information for
millions of parking spots in over 140 cities. Moreover, the system
uses Big Traic Data, AI and cost-leading IoT sensors to enhance
all kinds of mobility services.

year of launch 2017 | Hamburg, Germany

company
Breeze Technologies
www.breeze-technologies.de

founders
Robert Heinecke
Sascha Kuntze

twitter
@projectbreeze

Breeze

Breeze Technologies provides hyperlocal air quality and climate
data and uses machine learning and big data technologies to provide cities and companies with the information and tools required
to create a more liveable environment.
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Butleroy

Butleroy is an artiicially intelligent butler that helps people make
time for the important things in life. Not only does Butleroy consider
your calendar to ind time, it also considers other factors such as
location history, weather and personal data (e.g. Facebook).

Cindicator

Cindicator is a blockchain-based, social-technological infrastructure
that develops hybrid intelligence to make sure that asset
management remains efective even in times of high uncertainty.
In this way, Cindicator is solving the major challenges in
inancial analytics.

company
Cindicator
www.cindicator.com

founders
Mike Brusov
Yuri Lobyntsev
Artem Baranov

twitter
@Crowd_indicator

New York, USA | year of launch 2015

company
Butleroy GmbH
www.butleroy.com

founders
P. Baldauf, G. Pichler,
P. Jahoda, S. Kapl,
C. Schafer

twitter
@butleroyapp

Linz, Austria | year of launch 2017
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Düsseldorf, Germany | year of launch 2016

company
COGNIGY GmbH
www.cognigy.com

founders
Philipp Heltewig
Sascha Poggemann

twitter
@cognigy

COGNIGY

No matter whether your customers communicate using Alexa,
Facebook or any other channel, COGNIGY.AI enables brands to
manage and create the total conversation in one location. Own
the conversation and really get through to customers.

Montreal, Canada | year of launch 2018

company
Deeplite
www.deeplite.ai

founders
Davis Sawyer
Ehsan Saboori

twitter
@Deepliteai

Deeplite

Deeplite is dedicated to the fundamental advancement of
energy-eicient deep learning. Derived from neuroscience and
academic inventions, the technology is about making artiicial
intelligence more accessible; afordable and scalable to the
beneit of everyone.
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Evertracker

Evertracker provides a platform based on machine learning and AI
that gives manufacturers and suppliers dependent on logistics and
supply chains full control, predictability and automation along the
entire value chain.

FuelSave

FuelSave technology allows road freight companies to cut their
fuel and gas emissions by 20 percent – simply by retraining drivers
to improve their performance. FuelSave’s mission is to be a driving
force in the reduction of energy consumption and gas emissions.

company
FuelSave
www.fuelsave.io

founders
Luís Mendes
António Reis
António Fradique

Évora, Portugal | year of launch 2018

company
Evertracker GmbH
www.evertracker.com

founders
Vlad Barjonavu
Peter Lindqvist
Marc Schmitt

twitter
@EvertrackerCOM

Hamburg, Germany | year of launch 2014
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Munich, Germany | year of launch 2016

company
function(HR)
www.functionhr.de

founders
Julian Huf
Julian Süß
Daniel Mühlbauer

twitter
@function_HR

function(HR)

Companies recognize the power of people analytics, but often lack
the skills to integrate and analyze their datasets. function(HR) provides them with an end-to-end SaaS solution for just this purpose. Its
HR Keyboard allows companies to leverage the power of analytics
and data-driven management across the entire HR value chain.

Torino, Italy | year of launch 2014

company
GhostWriter
www.youaremyguide.com

founders
Bennici Mauro
Ester Liquori

GhostWriter

We started out as a company geared towards the travel sector,
applying a patented artiicial intelligence system. Now we provide
AI solutions to marketing and advertising units, serving more than
200 customers and 30,000 end users.
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Heptasense

Protection against human error: Heptasense software allows surveillance cameras to autonomously detect any threat – theft, armed
assault, suspicious behavior, area breaches, general actions
(smoking, running, falling) – and for security teams to be alerted
in real time.

i2x

i2x is an automated, customizable speech recognition tool powered
by machine learning. It helps sales and customer support professionals in their daily communication on the phone and allows
companies to bring transparency to their customer interaction.

company
i2x GmbH
www.i2x.ai

founder
Michael Brehm

twitter
@i2x_ai

Berlin, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
Heptasense
www.heptasense.com

founders
Ricardo Santos
Mauro Peixe

twitter
@heptasense

Lisbon, Portugal | year of launch 2017
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Vienna, Austria | year of launch 2016

company
Intellyo
www.intellyo.com

founders
Clemens Jeneral
Robert Oroszi

twitter
@intellyo

Intellyo

Intellyo helps create compelling stories that enable companies to
engage with their customers. With Intellyoʼs Creator Engine, the
process of storytelling is automated in one intelligent, end-to-end
tool – turning content into an asset.

Garching, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
IPT – Insight Perspective
Technologies GmbH
www.ipt.ai

founders
Isabell Franck
Maksim Greiner
Theo Steiniger

twitter
@IPT_AI

IPT

Against the backdrop of the sheer complexity of manufacturing
processes, IPTʼs software product enables engineers to optimize
them by combining their human experience with artiicial intelligence and data. Predicting ideal process parameters allows IPT
to signiicantly reduce process times, waste, and reworking costs.
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I -

abs

The IT-Labs intelligent management platform is ideal for all providers
of treatment for chronically ill patients. IT-Labs sees its platform as
the way to network all employees in the medical services ield and
to make processes more eicient and straightforward in order to
increase patients’ quality of life.

Kauz

Chatbots based on machine learning have not lived up to expectations. So Kauz uses proprietary linguistic technologies to develop
“chatbots that understand.” Clearly superior to their conventional
counterparts, Kauz chatbots are ready to provide customer service
and advice. Their architecture ensures continuous improvement and
the company is always expanding its customer base and installations.

company
Kauz GmbH
www.kauz.net

founder
Thomas Rüdel

twitter
@Kauz_ai

Düsseldorf, Germany | year of launch 2016

company
IT-Labs GmbH
www.halloalberta.de

founder
Güven Karakuzu

twitter
@halloalberta

Nürnberg, Germany | year of launch 2017
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Munich, Germany | year of launch 2018

company
metris.io
www.metris.io

founders
Philipp Dowling
Hai Nguyen Mau

twitter
@metris_io

metris.io

Explore trends and markets fast. metris.io enables humans to
inform themselves about entire markets and their trends by condensing and linking large amounts of text using natural-language
processing. In this way, metris.io is connecting extracted data with
AI-powered analysis.

Stuttgart, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
NAiSE GmbH
www.naise.xyz

founders
Jens Heinrich
Robert Libert
Kai Przybysz-Herz

twitter
@NAiSEsolutions

NAiSE

Industry 4.0 foresees more lexibility, but many of today’s processes
are static and inlexible – even if theyʼre highly automated. NAiSE is
a young startup with three founders. The company has channeled
its energy and expertise into developing an industrial positioning
and communication solution. The result is the autonomy customers
want with all the lexibility and agility that comes with it.
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Nama

Nama is an automated chat platform using true AI to make timeconsuming services simpler, faster and more convenient – thus
saving customers time and money. The platform includes a
proprietary AI API and an Open Source framework to develop
chatbots.

Nect

Nect wants to make connections as trustworthy and easy as giving
a handshake. Thanks to its patent-pending process and use of AI,
Nect is building technology that helps to digitally connect customers and regulated companies. The customer is the key.

company
Nect GmbH
www.nect.com

founders
Benny Bennet Jürgens
Carlo Ulbrich

twitter
@NiceToNectYou

Hamburg, Germany | year of launch 2016

company
Nama Software
www.nama.ai

founders
Lucio Oliveira
Scotti Rodrigo

twitter
@namasoftware

São Paulo, Brazil | year of launch 2014
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Vilnius, Lithuania | year of launch 2017

company
Oxipit UAB
www.oxipit.ai

founders
J. Armaitis, D. Barusauskas,
G. Peksys, J. Bialopetravicius,
N. Ramanauskas

twitter
@oxipitAI

O

As Deep Learning and radiology professionals, Oxipit’s aim is to
accelerate the adoption in clinical practice of the latest advances
in computer vision. The company has developed a suite of tools for
chest X-rays, the most frequently used means of medical imaging.

Berlin, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
RealSynth GmbH
www.realsynth.de

founders
Bernhard Prantl
Richard Schubert
Robert Walter

twitter
@RealSynth_GmbH

RealSynth

RealSynth’s goal is to minimize the need for ield data and ield
tests. It’s about building fully tagged, realistic virtual environments
so that training and testing AI can be done faster, cheaper and
safer than with current manual processes.
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renumics

AI will fundamentally change how engineering tools work; it will
shorten product development cycles and unlock new revenue
streams. The renumics platform empowers engineers to leverage
this technology by creating highly automated tools and services.

Rosey

Rosey automatically grades handwritten tests and assignments
by learning how the teacher would correct. Using AI and machine
learning, Rosey can grade free response, ill in the blanks, and
multiple-choice questions. Rosey also gives instant personalized
feedback to students.

company
Rosey Corp.
www.rosey.io

founders
Michael Green
Scott Lindeneau
Logan Lasiter

twitter
@rosey

Chula Vista, USA | year of launch 2017

company
renumics GmbH
www.renumics.com

founders
Stefan Suwelack
Markus Stoll
Stefen Slavetinsky

twitter
@renumics

Karlsruhe, Germany | year of launch 2017
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Berlin, Germany | year of launch 2018

company
Statice GmbH
www.statice.ai

founders
Sebastian Weyer
Mikhail Dyakov
Omar Ali Fdal

twitter
@StaticeBerlin

Statice

Strict privacy regulations such as GDPR make it nearly impossible
for companies to collaborate on customer data. Statice is an
automatic data anonymization software that allows companies and
their partners to easily leverage and process existing or new
personal data while still preserving privacy.

London, Great Britain | year of launch 2015

company
Stitched.io Ltd.
www.stitched.ai

founder
Marcus Graziano

twitter
@stitchedio

Stitched.io

Stitched.io is a technology startup operating from the Here East
innovation hub in east London. The company ofers a capability
management platform that uses AI technology to automatically
learn and provide views on an organizations skills footprint
across roles.
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AWNY



TAWNY’s ambition is to build a living environment that responds
to human afective states in order to improve people’s quality of
life. With the incorporation of human emotions, TAWNY can be
highly speciic in how it tailors its solutions, thus giving customers
added value.

TensorFlight

TensorFlight harnesses the potential of computer visualization,
speciically deep learning for the automatic analysis of various
types of imagery for commercial property inspections. Thanks to
innovation on a global scale, software is reshaping approaches to
property inspection.

company
TensorFlight
www.tensorlight.com

founders
Zbigniew Wojna
Robert Kozikowski

twitter
@tensorlight

Mountain View, USA | year of launch 2017

company
TAWNY GmbH
www.tawny.ai

founders
Michael Bartl
Marco Maier

twitter
@tawny_ai

Munich, Germany | year of launch 2017
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Karlsruhe, Germany | year of launch 2017

company
thingsTHINKING GmbH
www.thingsthinking.net

founders
Mathias Landhäußer
Abdelmalik El Guesaoui
Georg Müller, Sven Körner

twitter
@_thingsthinking

thingsTHINKING

thingsTHINKING runs comprehensive and precise NLP/NLU
analyses similar to the way a human agent does, combining
graph-based knowledge (top down) deep learning (bottom up)
to overcome the obstacles both technologies encounter if used
in isolation.

London, Great Britain | year of launch 2014

company
Walk With Path Ltd.
www.walkwithpath.com

founder
Lise Pape

twitter
@walkwithpath

Walk With Path

Walk With Path is a healthtech company making mobility aids to
help people with sensory deicits or balance issues increase their
balance and reduce their risk of falling. The technology is aimed at
diabetics, people with neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s
disease, and the healthy elderly.
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WorkHeld

Tablet Solutions is the company behind WorkHeld – a work
management platform for production, assembly and service processes. It’s the irst platform of its kind to ofer a hands-free voice
assistant. A Siri for industrial technicians and engineers.

company
WorkHeld
by tablet Solutions GmbH
www.tabletsolutions.at

founder
Benjamin Schwärzler

Vienna, Austria | year of launch 2015

JURY
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JURY
Klaas Bollhoefer
Klaas Bollhoefer is founder/CEO of Birds on Mars (Berlin), which
develops strategies, structures, teams, and applications at the
interface between AI and human intelligence. He was Chief Data
Scientist & Evangelist at The unbelievable Machine Company for
six years and did pioneering work on data science and engineering in Germany and elsewhere. Always sandwiched between
business, IT, AI, and design, he calls himself a bridge-builder, a
forward and lateral thinker. He is a certified Scrum Master, design
thinker, mediator, and coach, and will never tame his curiosity.
“For me, CODE_n is an institution, a big, great global family, an
ultra-active ecosystem, the most nutritious hotbed for the topics
and young firms of our time. As a companion, initiator, and jury
member of the CODE_n CONTEST, Iʼm as delighted as I always
am to make my small, maybe key contribution, and savor the
inimitable atmosphere of The New and The Established New.
We all move the world forward a bit by shaping things – together.”
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Ulrich Dietz
A born entrepreneur, Ulrich Dietz set up his irst company at
the age of 19. In 1987 he founded the company GFT, which he
actively managed for over 30 years. In 2017 he took over the position of Chairman of the Administrative Board at GFT to focus on
the global strategy of the company. As the founder of CODE_n,
Ulrich Dietz brings in his vision and network to foster digital
innovation. Furthermore, he is an active member of several
committees that lend support to startups and promote Germany
as a prime location for IT innovation. In 2011, he was named
German Entrepreneur of the Year.
“Real innovation is derived from being open to new ideas, meeting
diferent people and daring to think outside the box. This together
with an entrepreneurial mindset is integral to creating new and
future-proof business concepts. Carefully selected CODE_n
inalists do have the ability to shape the future, and by combining
this potential with the experience of partners and visitors, the
impact of innovations being demonstrated at the festival is even
higher than before.”

Moritz Gräter
As the CEO of CODE_n, Moritz Gräter fosters innovation by bringing together digital pioneers, thought leaders, and frontrunners
with the aim of promoting new and sustainable business cases in
the long term. This involves providing a vehicle for dialog between
startups and established companies by drawing on a variety of
tools, acting as a catalyst of innovation in this powerful area of the
economy. CODE_n is short for Code of the New, the DNA of innovation. The goal: to drive new thinking and courageous ideas hand
in hand with digital advancement.
“Some people feel intimidated by the new, as if it will strike
something dead or it’s not tangible enough – for some it’s as if
it’s actually a menace. We see digital transformation as more of
an opportunity than a challenge. So, our aim and aspiration with
the festival is to explore the DNA of digital innovation. This is also
we try to translate buzzwords into comprehensible and – perhaps
more importantly – relevant and applicable use cases, strategies,
and recommendations. All our Top 50 startups and partners do
justice to this motto and we’re sure the event will once again
lead to many successful collaborations.”
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Susanne Hahn
Since March 2016 Susanne Hahn is the Head of Lab1886 –
Daimlers’ internal innovation lab including an own incubator.
It is where new business ideas, including outside the core business, are identified, incubated and brought to market maturity.
Ms. Hahn was born on May 14th 1976 in Esslingen (Neckar) and
joined the Daimler AG in 2001 as part of the Trainee program.
After multiple assignments and managerial functions in engineering, production and supply chain management related areas,
being executive assistant to a member of the board and leading
Daimlers corporate organization division. She is now responsible
for the Lab1886 with offices in Stuttgart, Berlin, Atlanta and Beijing.
“The new.New Festival in Stuttgart is one of the most important
startup events of the year in south Germany and is located right
on our doorstep. It’s a great pleasure to be supporting the jury.
I say this loud and proud – new trends, innovation and
digitalization do not only exist in Berlin, San Jose or Tel Aviv. There’s
a lot going on in Stuttgart as well!”

Philipp Hennig
Philipp Hennig is Professor for the Methods of Machine Learning at the University of Tübingen. He has developed a number
of machine learning algorithms, some of which are in use at
well-known AI companies. He is interested in the notion of
uncertainty in algorithms, and is a co-founder of the area
of probabilistic numerical computation.
“I feel honoured to have been asked to join the evaluation
panel. As a scientist, I am looking for precise and final answers,
but “thinking things through” and “getting things done” are quite
different objectives. I respect people who can turn an idea into a
product. This is an exciting time for those who want to change the
world with code. I hope that by asking questions I may help the
competitors reflect on the technological side of their endeavours,
so that every participant takes away something positive from
the competition.”
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Carsten Knop
Carsten Knop is the editor-in-chief for all digital products of the
German daily “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” (FAZ.net). Until
the end of 2017 he served as senior business editor for the same
paper, based in the Frankfurt headquarters and in charge of the
companies section. He contributes editorials and feature stories.
He was born in Dortmund, and educated at the University of
Münster, Germany. He was a business correspondent for FAZ in
New York and San Francisco. Carsten Knop was already involved in
CODE_n as a juror from the very first year of its inception.
“The CODE_n CONTEST is a unique opportunity to get in touch
with excting new business ideas and inspiring founders from all
over the world. It’s an event that provides me with a lot of inspiration
and creativity. I am thankful for the opportunity to be a part of it
once again.”

Tanja Kufner
Tanja Kufner is Partner at dynamics, the investor and startup
accelerator spun off from the Porsche subsidiary MHP in 2018.
With more than 20 years of experience in the startup and
venture capital space, and having invested in over 100 companies
to date, she was named one of the 50 most influential women in
the startup and venture capital sector by EU-Startups in 2017.
Before founding dynamics, she was Managing Director of Startupbootcamp Berlin with a focus on Smart Transportation & Energy,
where she guided companies such as Mercedes-Benz, Airbus,
here, EnBW, and DB on their innovation journey. Tanja Kufner
holds a Master of Business Administration from the University
of San Francisco.
“I love nothing more than meeting founders and connecting
with the local ecosystem, which makes the CODE_n Festival an
invaluable event for digital pioneers.”
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Marika Lulay
Since June 2017, Marika Lulay is the CEO of GFT Technologies. In
her former role as COO she assumed responsibility for the GFT
core business and the key operational areas for 15 years. Before
her career at GFT, she held a variety of management positions
at Cambridge Technology Partners and Software AG. After her
graduation, Marika Lulay was co-founding a software developing
company for the building industry.
“Over the years, CODE_n has evolved to a global innovation
platform, connecting startups and established businesses. GFT
is proud to support this successful network and truly benefits
from being so close to the roots of digital innovation. Participating
personally in the CODE_n CONTEST is very exciting. Meeting
the founders of such avant-garde startups is a great opportunity to talk about the latest trends in “Intelligence X.0”. And of
course we do not want to miss the chance of presenting
GFT as a leader for digital transformation to new talents and true
technology enthusiasts.”

Christian Roth
Christian is a tech entrepreneur and investor from Karlsruhe,
Germany. In 2016 Christian joined LEA Partners, a multi-stage
private equity firm supporting founders and management teams
in various development stages to achieve growth and market
leadership. Prior to LEA, Christian founded BEONTRA, an
Enterprise SaaS company focusing on supporting airport
operators in optimizing their operations efficiency and retail
activities and exited the company to Lockheed Martin in 2014.
“As an investor with a focus on B2B technology, we explore a
variety of Deep Tech disciplines like Machine Learning, Industrial
IoT or Crypto Technologies and their potential in transforming
the industries they are applied to. I am excited to see this year’s
new.New Festival theming and showcasing “Intelligence X.0” –
especially with the event being held in the heart of one of
Europe’s largest tech clusters – and I’m looking forward to
meet the 50 CODE_n CONTEST finalists in Stuttgart.”

PARTNERS
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PARTNERS

SUPPORTER

DIGITAL EXPLORERS

PACESETTERS

INDUSTRY SHAKERS

PATRONS PATHBREAKERS
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Partners

SPONSORS

MEDIA PARTNERS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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